The Euler matrix is generated by the function g(z) = 1 -r+rz, [4] . It is the purpose of this note to establish theorems of Abel's, Mertens' and Cauchy's type for the transpose of a regular Sonnenschein matrix generated by the function/(z).
2. Let the series, zZn=o <inXn, have radius of convergence equal to 1. The following notation is adopted from [3] . Let a* = zZj°=o ^i"aiIf zZn=oa* -A, then we write zZan = A(D').
B=o
If zZn=o a* converges absolutely to A, then we write The result now follows from Theorem 162 of [2] .
The proof of Theorem 1 and Theorems 160, 161 and 164 of [2] yield the following results. It should be noted that if/(0)=0, it is sufficient to assume that y,r=n QBx" has radius of convergence p>0. In this case we can restrict z so that \f(z)\ <p'<p.
Then the interchange in the order of summation in the proof of Theorem 1 is permissible.
